AKRON'S Commitment and Innovation
Go the Distance
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Since 1890, AKRON Porcelain & Plastics has satisfied its customers by providing total value
in the supply of custom-molded ceramic and plastic parts. Our commitment has always been
to provide reliable materials, engineering and parts performance backed by strong ethical values
and financial stability.
Extreme standards in Custom-molded Ceramics
For over 100 years, AKRON has combined craftsmanship and the science of ceramic engineering
to develop solutions for our customers' requirements. AKRON'S technical ceramics division has
satisfied customers in a wide range of industry segments where thermal and electrical
insulation requirements are needed. We offer glazed and unglazed ceramic capabilities
to solve your specific needs.
Progressive technology in Custom-molded Plastics
AKRON has specialized in the custom-molding of plastics since 1957. In addition to our thermoplastics capability,
we have assumed a leadership role in high temperature thermosets with capabilities in phenolics and leadingedge thermoset polyesters. AKRON maintains industry standards in our manufacturing and quality systems with
vast experience in part and process engineering.
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Moving ahead, AKRON plans on the continuation of its core competencies in Ceramics and Plastics
(molding, hardware, finishing, and assemblies). We will devote our resources to creating a custom
manufacturing model to solve the needs of our customers by working beyond convention with an approach
that combines new ideas and processes, while meeting their requirements. We will actively solicit new
technologies and emerging industries with the goal of using our vast material, engineering, and
process knowledge to assist our customer, providing both cost-effective and value-added performance.
Need to take an idea from design to production? GO TO EXTREMES WITH AKRON!

PRODUCTS

AKRON's custom-manufactured products go beyond expectations,
with performance and durability satisfying the most demanding industries.
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